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Accelerator Development

The Taiwan Light Source (TLS) is the first
large accelerator project in Taiwan. The goal was
to build a high performance accelerator which pro-
vides a powerful and versatile light source to the
users. Efforts were made to understand accelerator
physics issues such as the linear lattice design, the
orbit correction scheme, linear lattice optics cor-
rection and coupling correction methods, the non-
linear beam dynamics effects in the presence of
insertion devices and nonlinear fields, the trans-
verse and longitudinal beam instabilities and
cures, and the beam current lifetime related mech-
anisms, etc. As a result, we have reached or sur-
passed the design goal in terms of beam quality
specifications. In this article, we summarize stud-
ies on some accelerator physics issues which con-
stitute the major beam dynamics activities over the
past years. 

Commissioning of Accelerators 

Currently the facility is composed of a 50 MeV
electron linac, a 10 Hz, 1.5 GeV (upgraded in
2000) booster synchrotron and a 1.5 GeV (upgrad-
ed in 1996) low emittance storage ring. The lattice
structure of the booster is a FODO type. The stor-
age ring is a combined-function, triple-bend-
achromat (TBA) type with 6-fold symmetry and a
circumference of 120 m. There are six long
straight sections, each 6 m long, for the accommo-
dation of injection elements, RF cavities, undula-
tors, and wigglers.

The injector comprising of linac and 1.3 GeV
booster synchrotron was successfully commis-
sioned in July 1992. On February 23, 1993, beam
circulation around the storage ring was accom-
plished. Beam was captured by the RF on April
13, 1993. Soon after beam was stored, the closed
orbit distortions were corrected and some machine
parameters were measured and compared with the
theoretical values. The stored beam exceeded the
design current of 200 mA in August 1993. In the

last decade, the accelerator performance has been
continuously improved. 

Lattice and Emittance Coupling

Based on a number of design criteria, such as
design energy, emittance, ring size, lifetime
requirement, etc, we selected a 6-fold TBA lattice
rather than the FODO or the Chasman-Green
structures. Figure 1 shows the lattice functions of
one cell. The nominal, or designed natural hori-
zontal emittance of this lattice is 25.6 nm-rad at
1.5 GeV. The typical design beam size at one
bending port is about 120 m and 60 m in the
horizontal and vertical plane, respectively, and the
photon brightness could be up in the range of 1017

photon/s/mm2/mrad2/0.1% / with insertion
devices. The photon spectrum could cover energy
range from IR to soft x-ray. The horizontal disper-
sion functions are matched to be zero in the long
straight sections in this nominal lattice. By varying
the matching quadrupoles in the achormats, one
can vary the natural emittance from 14 nm-rad to
57 nm-rad. 

The existence of field errors and the accommo-
dation of insertion devices affect the beam dynam-
ics behavior and full investigation has been neces-
sary. As a consequence, the specifications of the
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Fig. 1: Lattice functions of the NSRRC storage ring in
one cell, six identical cells in bare lattice.



field errors of these beam line elements are
obtained. It is found that, with the technically
achievable magnetic field error tolerances, the
dynamic aperture, i.e., the maximum allowable
transverse amplitude of the survival particles, is
slightly reduced from 35mm (H), 18 mm (V) for a
pure bare lattice to 25 mm (H), 15 mm (V) at the
center point of the injection section which is more
than 50 times the beam size. In the presence of the
insertion devices, the dynamic aperture is further
reduced but still an acceptable level is obtained.

The machine working point is a very critical
parameter in terms of the dynamic aperture. The
selection of the working point near (7.30, 4.16) is
based on the lattice matching condition, the opti-
mization of the injection efficiency, the optimal
dynamic aperture and emittance coupling, and the
tune shift space for insertion devices, etc. The
working point in the routine operations differs
slightly from the design value in order to inject
beam more efficiently and to optimize the cou-
pling ratio, etc.

Gradient errors in the lattice elements can be
due to the construction errors and power supply
errors in quadrupole magnets as well as the feed-
down from the off-center sextupole magnets.
These gradient errors perturb the linear optics
(betatron and dispersion functions). In the real
machine, the equation of motion for the electron
beam is coupled in the transverse planes.
Therefore, the coupling elements such as skew
quadrupoles, quadrupole magnet rolls, off-center
sextupoles, can generate the betatron coupling or
spurious vertical dispersion function. These per-
turbations can affect the dynamic aperture, injec-

tion efficiency, vertical beam size, beam lifetime,
and photon brightness. It is of primary importance
to study and correct these errors in order to keep
the machine performance as requested.

Appling two sophisticated programs called the
"Linear Optics from Closed Orbit, LOCO" and
"Cross Orbit Response Method", we are able to
characterize the machine optics, coupling strength,
corrector gains, corrector couplings, BPM gains,
and BPM couplings, etc., and the linear optics and
coupling errors can be corrected. It is also found
that the major quadrupoles and coupling errors are
from the off-center sextupoles. With the obtained
errors, we can establish a virtual machine and
compare it with the real machine in terms of the
measurable parameters such as normal mode
tunes, vertical dispersion, and coupling ratio, etc.

It is shown that the coupling strength G1,-1,3

can be corrected from 0.0119 to 0.0016. The nor-
mal mode tune, beam size at one dipole port and
associated lifetime at 100 mA (no RF voltage
modulation), and coupling strength, before and
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Fig. 2: Measured and model normal mode tunes of the
NSRRC before and after correction. 

Fig. 3: Measured and model beam size as well as life-
time as a function of the quadrupole Q2 strength.

Fig. 4: Extracted coupling ratio as a function of tune dif-
ference away from the linear coupling resonance point
for the NSRRC storage ring.



after correction, are shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. 

Lifetime

Beam lifetime is a very important issue in the
light sources and usually more than ten hours is
necessary at the initial stored beam current. Beam
lifetime is primarily dominated by the Touschek
scattering and gas scattering. Gas pressure needs
to be lower than 1 nTorr and it requires careful
handling of the vacuum components. 

Touschek lifetime is approximately inversely
proportional to the bunch density and proportional
to the cubic of energy acceptance. By increasing
the energy acceptance and reducing the bunch
density, one can prolong the Touschek lifetime.
Obviously, the transverse and longitudinal energy
acceptance should be kept as high as possible.
Dynamic aperture is a key issue in the transverse
acceptance. Beam chamber size need to be large
enough as well. Higher beam energy at 1.5 GeV
helps increase the beam lifetime too. 

Since the light source users demand a higher
intensity of the synchrotron light and longer beam
lifetime, one would like to reduce the bunch densi-
ty in the longitudinal plane by using harmonic
cavities or RF phase and magnitude modulations
instead of using skew quads to increase the verti-
cal beam size. In NSRRC, we apply an RF ampli-
tude modulation at twice the synchrotron frequen-
cy to cure the longitudinal coupled-bunch instabil-
ities and consequently, a higher beam lifetime is
obtained. Up to now, we can easily get a beam
lifetime of more than ten hours at 200 mA, in
which the emittance coupling strength is about 1
%. 

Orbit and Insertion Devices Operations

Closed orbit correction and orbit stability is of
paramount importance in the operations of the
light source too. In the design and construction
phases, the magnetic field errors (1 ppm to 100
ppm) and alignment errors (about 150 microme-
ters rms) were well controlled and as a result the
measured closed orbit distortions due to these
errors are within tolerable range (a few mm) and
also in good agreement with the model simulated
results. Closed orbit distortions could be corrected
down to several tens micrometers with various
correction techniques.

Beam orbit is also very sensitive to mechanical
vibrations, electronic and electricity noises, air and
water thermal fluctuations, etc. Orbit stability
should be kept within a few micrometers. Cares
have been taken to reduce these sources. A global
feedback system then corrects the residual orbit
errors down to micrometer level.

One needs to study the beam dynamics effects
in the presence of the insertion devices and the
construction errors should be within the specifica-
tions in order to ensure minimum impact on the
beam dynamics. Beam emittance could be
changed from the nominal design value of 25.6
nm-rad to 21.5 nm-rad by adding 6 insertion
devices in the long straight sections and it
becomes 32.0 nm-rad if three more superconduct-
ing multipole wigglers are installed in the achor-
mats. Simulations of the dynamic aperture with all
9 IDs have been carried out and the results show
that, including all field errors in all magnets
(measured or specified), the dynamic aperture
reduces to an acceptable range of 20 mm (H)
and 10 mm (V).

The orbit fluctuation could be more than 10
microns peak-to-peak if only the field compensa-
tion look-up tables are employed during ID field
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Fig. 5: With look-up tables and global orbit feedback
system, the orbit drift during ID field scan is within a few
micrometers. Fig. 6: Poincare map near 3rd -order resonance.
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scan. However, with the help of a fast digital orbit
feedback system, the orbit variation can be main-
tained within a few micrometers (see Fig. 5). 

Nonlinear Beam Dynamics 

Using phase space monitors consisting of turn-
by-turn beam position detectors, transverse nonlin-
ear beam dynamics studies were conducted in
order to characterize the lattice parameters, such
as the detuning factor, strengths of the nonlinear
resonance driving sources. The resonance
strengths around 3rd-order, 4th-order, as well as
5th-order nonlinear parametric resonances were
measured. It is found that the resonance strengths,
detuning parameters, etc., can be reproduced with
a set of magnetic field errors. This set of field
errors is consistent with the measured magnetic
field errors. That means the inputs for dynamic
aperture tracking are trustworthy. Figure 6 depicts
the Poincare phase-space map of the 3rd -order res-
onance and Fig.7 is the corresponding action-
angle plot. 

Longitudinal beam dynamics behavior was
investigated by applying both RF gap voltage
amplitude and phase modulations. We studied
these longitudinal beam dynamics with the
Hamiltonian analysis method, particle tracking
simulations, and measurment with a streak cam-
era. In addition, the damping effects with uneven
fills of the bunch trains were studied. 

It was found that with the proper RF amplitude
modulation at about twice the synchrotron fre-
quency the re-distribution of the bunched beam
into two or three beamlets are helpful to reduce
the longitudinal instabilities and to increase beam
current lifeime as well.

Transverse Instabilities and Cures

The single bunch operation current could be
more than 30 mA at 1.3 GeV when there were no

insertion devices in the beam line and the vertical
vacuum chamber was 38 mm full size.

For the multi-bunch operation mode, we
observed the beam oscillation in the vertical plane
due to high gas pressure. The strength of the insta-
bility can be reduced by increasing the ring chro-
maticity (head-tail damping), increasing the ring
energy to 1.5 GeV, improving the ring vacuum
condition, leaving larger empty bucket train, and
using a broadband transverse feedback damping
system. The vertical instability can be suppressed
to some extent with the help of the RF voltage
modulation. For example, when the superconduct-
ing wavelength shifter is turned on, the local gas
pressure increases by more than one order of mag-
nitude and an RF modulation is applied to elimi-
nate the vertical instability as mentioned above.

Longitudinal Instabilities and Cures

By observing the bunch lengthening and the
increase of energy spread as a function bunch
current, we can study the longitudinal microwave
instability. The microwave bunch lengthening for
the short bunch is proportional to (IZ)1/(2+a) in the
Chao-Gareyte scaling law, where I is the bunch
current, Z is the ring impedance, and a is the scal-
ing factor. By fitting the observed bunch current at
different RF gap voltages in Fig 8, we obtain the
ring impedance of 0.904 and a is 1.11. On the
other hand, by employing the microwave instabili-
ty model, we can fit the threshold current for dif-
ferent gap voltages and obtain the effective ring
broadband impedance between 0.86 and 1.05 . 

The longitudinal coupled-bunch instabilities
(LCBI) are due to the higher-order modes (HOMs)
of the conventional RF cavities, which cannot be
fully suppressed with the damping antennae. We

Fig. 7: Action-angle near 3rd -order resonance line.

Fig. 8: Dependence of the bunch length as a function of
bunch current and RF gap voltage. The microwave
instability is clearly seen.

'
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observed that LCBI threshold current was as low
as a few mA. This results in an increase of the
beam energy oscillations and energy pulsing. One
way to get rid of these instabilities is to remove
the damping antennae inside the cavities and
adjust the second tuner positions and cavity tem-
perature as well. However, at NSRRC, this cannot
reduce the instabilities to a satisfactory level.

Another cure for the LCBI is to use a bunch-
by-bunch feedback system, which is currently
under construction. The other way to cope with
such instabilities is to apply an RF voltage modu-
lation, in which the bunched beam is split into
three beamlets so that the synchrotron tune is
spread and Landau damping is invoked. This is the
most effective operation mode for the NSRRC
users run for the time being. 

Moreover, we are constructing a HOM-free
superconducting cavity to replace the existing con-
ventional Doris cavities. The system is scheduled
to be operational next year. The HOM-free cavity
can eliminate the transverse and longitudinal cou-
pled-bunch instabilities. 

Top-up Injection 

Top-up injection scheme is an attractive opera-
tion mode as demonstrated by some light source
machines, and NSRRC plans to adopt this opera-
tion mode in the near future. Major benefits with
top-up mode are less thermal gradient in the accel-
erator components and photon beam line mirrors,
more reduction of the insertion magnetic gap, and
allowing smaller emittance lattice operations, etc.
The lifetime issue is expected to be of less con-
cern. We have demonstrated that the top-up injec-

tion is feasible with the magnetic field scan of
insertion devices while keeping the orbit locked
with the orbit feedback system, as shown in Fig. 9.
Major concern of the top-up mode is the injection
loss budget, i.e., the control of the radiation
dosage level with the heavy-metal shutter open in
the photon beam lines. Studies of the injector reli-
ability, injection efficiency, and minimization of
orbit perturbation during injection, etc., are ongo-
ing. 
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Fig. 9: Top-up mode test with SWLS.




